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Abstract— In this paper, we develop a FCM using a “concept 
template” instead of a concrete concept description. The concept 
template consists of a predicate and the case elements of the 
predicate, and they are used for both input concept and output 
concept in relation rules. The input concept templates accept the 
variation of similar input concepts and the output concept 
templates are used to generate the content of the output concept 
based on the content of input concepts. The inference process 
will be repeated until the concept state reaches convergence. We 
created 207 concept templates and a weighted matrix to show 
the relationship between concept templates. When 23 concepts 
were inputted to our system, 71 concepts were totally activated 
and the content of all output concepts were generated correctly. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, decision making support by computer is 

becoming more popular in the world. However, it is difficult 
to construct a quantitative dynamic system. Fuzzy Cognitive 
Map (FCM) proposes a qualitative alternative approach[1]. 
Some of FCMs are applied into various fields such as 
computing diagnosis[2], analyze failure modes[3], political 
decision making[4], and so on.  

FCMs have some concepts and their relationships, and the 
relationships are similar to graph structure; the concepts and 
the causal relationship correspond to node and directed edge, 
respectively. In the FCM, all the concepts and the relation 
rules relating to the decision making should be predefined 
completely.  

A concept can be expressed by using case frame structure 
because it indicates an action or a statement in the FCM. The 
case frame structure consists on a predicate and its case 
elements. So, a lot of concepts will appear by applying 
various objects into the case elements. The number of the 
concepts C in the field is calculated as follows (A : the number 
of predicates in the FCM, B : the number of objects in the 
FCM, Ei : the number of case elements to express the 
predicate i); 
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Okada says that three or less case elements are required to 

express the content of an action[5]. Then, a Japanese 
dictionary for elementary school students in the lower grades 
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contains 275 nouns and 213 verbs[6]. Therefore, we defined a 
value of Ei as 3 and calculated C in the field for general 
elementary school students in the lower grades. As a result, C 
reached to the 4 billions. Even if a small field such as the 
children’s world, it is difficult to predefine all the concepts. 

The traditional FCM systems dealt only with the restricted 
inference field and they ignored many concepts which do not 
relate to the inference. However, when we try to apply the 
FCM for a real environment such as conversation, all 
concepts should not be ignored because the purpose of 
inference is not clear at the beginning.  

In spite of the vast number of concepts, people can still 
deal with such concepts and rules. One of the reasons is that 
the concepts which have the same predicate are dealt with as 
the same type of concepts. For example, when we recognize 
the concepts such as “Taro goes to Tokyo” and “John goes to 
London,” we apply the same inference rules like “N1 go to N2 
indicates N1 is in N2.” We do not prepare the inference rules 
for each concept. 

Therefore, we propose a method to be able to apply relation 
rules into same type of action concepts by not using strictly 
described concepts but by using instead “concept templates.” 
The concept template is described by a predicate and blanks 
which are filled by the content of the case elements. A 
concept template “N1 go to N2” can accept both the concepts 
“Taro goes to Tokyo” and “John goes to London.”  

The concept templates are used to express input concept 
and output concept in relation rules. When an input concept 
template accepts a concept by filling the case element blanks, 
the content of the output concept is generated using the output 
concept template. The relation rules have the 
correspondences between the case frames of the input 
concept template and that of the output concept template. 
When we prepare a relation rule that “N1 go to N2 indicates 
N1 is in N2,” the rule can be applied into both concepts “Taro 
goes to Tokyo” and “John goes to London,” then the output 
concepts “Taro is in Tokyo” and “John is in London” are 
obtained, respectively. 

The relation rules of FCM express the causal relationship 
between two concepts and its causality degrees. They are 
calculated from the description of the words in the dictionary 
for each meaning. For example, a synonym has high causality 
and a-kind-of relationship has low causality. 

By using a concept template for the relation rules instead of 
concrete concept description, we can keep the number of 
predefined concepts to a minimum.  
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In this paper, Section 2 briefly explains traditional FCM 
method. Section 3 introduces detail of the developed FCM. 
Simulation and experimental results are described in Section 
4. Conclusions and future work are presented in Section 5. 

II. FUZZY COGNITIVE MAP 
FCM is used to represent some concepts and their 

relationship. Figure 1 is a basic model of FCM. The 
relationship is similar to graph structure; concepts and causal 
relations corresponding to node and directed edge, 
respectively. A relation rule indicates the relationship from 
input concept Ci to output concept Cj with the causality 
degree Eij.  

Each concept in FCM has a value of activation. The 
activation effect from Ci to Cj is a product of Ci and Eij as 
follows; 
 

ijiij ECA ×=                 (2) 

 
Aij is an activation effect from Ci to Cj. The total activation 

level of Cj is calculated from a sum of their incoming 
activation effects. Then, the threshold function is entered into 
the sum as follows; 
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Aj is the total activation level of Cj, and f is the threshold 

function. This threshold function indicates a fuzzy 
membership function. The function simulates activation of a 
neuron. Figure 2 is a membership function for the threshold 
of the activation value. When total input achieves a threshold 
α, the activation value of the output concept becomes active. 
However, when too strong an input which is over the limit β 
is inputted, the output concept activation is the same as the 
limit value.  

When the calculated activation value of the concept is 
lower than the former state, we take the larger activation 
value between t and t+1; 
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Aj

t+1 is the activation level of concept Cj at time t+1 and Aj
t is 

the activation level of concept Cj at time t.  
 

 
FCM can be used to calculate a “what-if” situation based 

on an initial scenario that is represented by a vector S0 = {A1
0, 

A2
0…, An

0}, where Ai
t is an activation value of concept Ci at 

time t. Then, we repeatedly compute St until the system 
convergence (when t

i
t

i AAi =∀ +1 ), and the computed 
concepts indicates the inference result[1].  

III. FCM USING CONCEPT TEMPLATE 
We propose a method to be able to apply relation rules into 

the same type of concepts using “concept templates.” At first 
we explain about the concept template in relation rule. Next, 
we define the format of relation rules. Then, the inference 
procedure using the relation rules is discussed. 

A. Concept Template 
The contents of the concepts can be described using case 

frame structure because the concept indicates an action or a 
statement which relates to the field. A case frame structure 
which expresses an action or a statement has a predicate and 
one or more case elements. In this paper, we use 11 case 
elements presented by Okada ; Subject, Object, Object-From, 
Object-To, Object-Mutual, Object-Source, Object-Content, 
Implement, Location, Time, Reason, and Degree[5]. Table1 
shows two examples of case frame structure. 

A lot of concepts will appear in the FCM process because 
the concepts which have exactly the same contents for each 
case element are only recognized as “the same concepts.” 
However, the relation rules in FCM should be pre-defined 
strictly and it is difficult to prepare such a variation of relation 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Model of Cognitive Map 

Fig. 2.  Membership Function for threshold of activation 

TABLE 1 
CASE FRAME STRUCTURE 

Case 
Elements 

“Romeo gave Juliet 
a ring” 

“Romeo gave Mercutio 
a book” 

Predicate give give 
Subject Romeo Romeo 
Object-To Juliet Mercutio 
Object ring book 
Tense past past 
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rules for each possible input concept. Therefore, the 
traditional FCMs cut down the number of the rules by 
defining relation rules which relate to the purpose only. But, 
when we try to apply FCM into a general field like 
conversation, we cannot use such a restriction. 

In spite of such a difficult task, people can reason easily. 
We guess that people have the relation rules not for each 
concrete input concept but for the same type of concepts.  

Therefore, we develop the input concept description of 
relation rule like a template and we define it as the “concept 
template.” The “Concept template” consists of a predicate 
and its case elements. The case elements do not have concrete 
content but a blank instead. A concept template can accept the 
concepts which have the same type of predicate. Table 2 
shows an example of an input concept template. Although it 
just considers the action about “(S) give (O) to (OT),” it can 
accept various events such as “Romeo may give a ring to 
Juliet” and “Taro will give money to his parents.”  

The concept template is generated for each predicate and 
the predicate is usually expressed by a word. There are some 

differences between the word and meaning. When we look up 
a word in the dictionary, we can find several meanings for 
each word. Figure 3 shows an example of the difference in a 
word’s definition. The English word “live” has several 
meanings (Mi is a meaning in Fig.3). On the other hand, the 
similar word “inhabit” also has several meanings. Some of 
the meanings are common but the others are uncommon. The 
same situation appears in different languages. The Japanese 
word “sumu” is often translated as “live.” However, the 
definition is not completely the same as “live.” Therefore, we 
pre-define the concept template for each meaning. In our 
system, we distinguish them by adding a number like “live1” 
and “live2” for M1 and M2, respectively. 

 

 

B. Format of Relation Rule 
By applying a relation rule, the input concept activates the 

other concepts based on the causal relationship. If the input 
concepts are described completely like the traditional FCM, 
the content of the output concept can be also described. 
However, when we use the concept template for input 
concept, the content of the output concept will change for 
each input concept. Therefore, we apply concept template 
into the output concept in relation rule, too. The content of the 
output concept is generated as follows; 

 
1. Apply the input concept template into a concept 

which has the same type of predicate 
2. Fill the case element of the input concept template 
3. Substitute the content of the filled case element into 

the case element of the output concept template 
 
Table 3 shows the example of this process. At first, a 

concept “Romeo killed Tibalt” is applied as a relation rule 
“(S) kill (O)” arouses “(O) die.” Then, the case elements of 
the input concept template “(S) kill (O)” is filled such as S: 
Romeo, O: Tibalt. Successively, the content of the output 
concept is generated by filling the output concept template 
“(O) die.” In this example, “Tibalt” is filled in the blank (O) 
at the input concept template. So, the concept “Tibalt died” is 
newly generated as the output concept.  

A relation rule can arouse two or more concepts at the same 
time. Figure 4 shows an example of relation rule “(S) give (O) 
to (OT)” arouses “(S) lose (O)” and “(OT) get (O).” When 
there is an input concept “Romeo gives a ring to Juliet” will 
arouse,” the output concepts “Romeo loses a ring” and 
“Juliet gets a ring” are generated.  

The relationship between input concept Ci and output 
concept Cj is described by the directed edge Eij. Eij indicates 
how much Ci causes Cj and the value can be taken [-1, 1] in 
the traditional FCM. Eij > 0 indicates positive causality 
between concepts Ci and Cj, Eij < 0 indicates negative 

TABLE 2 
CONCEPT TEMPLATE 

Concept Template Input elements 
Action      : give 
Subject     : (S) 
Object      : (O) 
Object-To: (OT)  

<- give 
<- Romeo 
<- ring 
<- Juliet 

TABLE 3 
CALCULATING OUTPUT CONCEPT 

 predicat
e 

Subject Object

Input Concept kill Romeo Tibalt
Input Concept Template kill S O 
Output Concept Template die O - 
Output Concept die Tibalt  

 
Fig. 3.  Range of Word Meanings 

Fig. 4.  Example of Relation Rule 
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causality, Eij = 0 indicates no causality relationship. However, 
our method provides not only a positive concept template but 
also a negative one instead of taking the negative value of Eij. 
Therefore, Eij takes a positive value and 0. We define the 
input weight in {0.0, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0} in our method.  

The relationship rule between Ci, and Cj, and it causality 
degree Eij are defined based on the definition of each meaning 
described in the Japanese dictionary[7, 8]. When the meaning 
of Cj appears in the definition of Ci, Eij is 1.0. When Cj 
appears as a part of the definition of Ci, Eij is defined as 0.8. 
When Cj relates to Ci in common sense, Eij is defined as 0.5. 
When Ci and Cj have no causality, Eij is defined as 0. For 
example, the relation from “attend” to “turn out” is weighted 
as 1.0. The relation from “dislike” to “avoid” is weighted as 
0.8. And, the relation from “shoot” to “kill” is weighted as 
0.5. 

In this paper, we prepared 20 concepts for each of the nine 
concept groups i.e. “existence,” “possession,” “physical 
transfer,” “possessive transfer,” “generation,” 
“disappearance,” “beginning,” “fulfillment,” and the other 
group based on Goi-Taikei--A Japanese Lexicon[9]. Table 4 
shows a part of FCM matrix. The concept number is 
described as a number of five figures. Upper two-digit 
numbers indicate the code of the concept group and lower 
three-digit numbers indicate serial numbers in the group. In 
this matrix, we can see the causal relationship between C19012 
and C02009. The relationship indicates that if “(S) give (O) to 
(OT),” “(S) lose (O)” will arouse. The relationship between 
concepts is not always symmetical like C02009 and C19012. This 
case indicates that “(S) give (O) to (OT)” will arouse “(S) 
lose (O),” but “(S) lose (O)” will not arouse “(S) give (O) to 
(OT).” 

C. Activation Value of Concept 
Each concept in FCM has a value of activation. The value 

of the input concept is decided based on the sentence final 
expression of the input sentence. Aoyama researched the 
relationship between sentence final expressions and the 
certainties in Japanese by questionnaires. Table 5 shows 
some of the expressions[10]. When the input sentence has 
such expression, we gave the activation value to the input 
concept. The activation value of the output concept is 
calculated from eq. (2) and (3).  

 
 

D. Applying Process 
The input concepts generate various output concepts and 

the generated concepts also generate other concepts. We 
repeatedly apply FCM until the concept states will converge. 
Figure 5 shows the process of our FCM application system; 

 
1. Input the sentences 
2. Analyze the sentences morphologically and parse 

them to extract the content of the sentence 
3. Make input concepts based on the case frame 

expression of the input event 
4. Calculate the activation values of input concepts 

considering the aspect of the event (see Table 5) 
5. Create the “concept list” and put in the input concepts 
6. Apply relation rules for each concept in the “concept 

list” 
I. Find corresponding “input concept template Ci” 
II. Extract each case element information using the 

template 
III. Find “output concept template Cj” which Eij > 0. 

If two or more “output concept template” are 
found, apply the following process for each 
template 

IV. Generate the content of the output concept by 
setting the case elements of Ci into blank of Cj 

V. Activate new output concept based on the 

TABLE 4 
WEIGHTED MATRIX FOR RELATING RULES 

Ci Cj 
number template C02008 C02009 C02014 C04011 C04035 C06017 C19012 C19012

C02008 (S) obtain (O) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C02009 (S) lose (O) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C02014 (OT) obtain (O) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C04011 (S) settle down in (OT) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
C04035 (S) live in/at (OT) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C06017 (S) occupy (O) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C19012 (S) give (O) to (OT) 0 0.8 0.8 0 0 0 0 0
C19013 (S) award (OT) (O) 0 0 0.8 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE 5 
SENTENCE FINAL EXPRESSIONS AND THE CERTAINTIES 

Expression Certainty

Taro wa kekkon suru 
(Taro gets married.) 

0.931 

Taro wa kekkon suru darou 
(Taro will get married.) 

0.678 

Taro wa kekkon suru kamosirenai 
(Taro may get married.) 

0.494 

Taro wa kekkon suru to sinjiteimasu 
(I believe Taro gets married.) 

0.643 

Taro wa kekkon suru towa kagiranai 
(Taro may not get married.) 

-0.128 

Zettai Taro wa kekkon suru 
(Absolutely Taro gets married.) 

0.963 

Kitto Taro wa kekkon suru darou 
(Surely Taro gets married.) 

0.676 

Taro wa kekkon suru ka douka sirimasen 
(I don’t know whether Taro gets married.) 

0.021 
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relation rule by calculating the activation level of 
Cj using eq. (2) 

VI. If there are not the same concept data with the 
generated concept in the “concept list,” add a 
generated concept into the list. If the same 
concept is found, but the activation value of the 
generated concept is higher than that in the list, 
renew the value 

7. Check “sentence final expression list” whether it will 
converge or not (when t

i
t

i AAi =∀ +1 , it reaches 
convergence). If not, back to step 6. If a new sentence 
is inputted, back to step 2. 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION 
We constructed a system to verify our proposed method. 

The main system is programmed by Java. MeCab[11] is used 
as a Japanese morphological analyzer and CaboCha[12] is 
used as a Japanese parser. The format of concept template and 
FCM matrix are retrieved from PostgreSQL. The FCM matrix 
is are generated for 180 concept templates. This system is 
constructed for the Japanese language.  

As an experiment, we applied 23 input concepts in the 
scenario of “Romeo and Juliet.” The value of α was 0 and the 
value of β was 1 in threshold function of Fig. 2. As a result, 
71 concepts were generated in total and the content of all the 

generated concepts were correct. 43 causal relation rules were 
applied for the input concepts and the system reached 
convergence by repeating six times. Figure 6 and Table 6 
show a part of the experimental result. When four concepts 
are inputted, we obtained the relationship of the concepts as 
shown in Figure 6. 

We show an example of our system process. The input 
sentence is “Romeo ga Juliet ni yubiwa wo ageru darou” 
which indicates “Romeo may give a ring to Juliet” in English. 

At first, the system analyzes this sentence morphologically 
and parses and generates the case frame expression. Next, 
input concept for FCM is made based on the case frame 
expression. The activation value of the input concept is 
calculated based on Table 3. In this case, the input sentence 
has an aspect “Darou (will),” then the activation value of the 
concept becomes 0.678. 

 
 

 

Fig. 5.  Process of Our FCM Application 

Fig. 6.  Generated Concept Relationship 

TABLE 6 
INPUT CONCEPTS AND GENERATED CONCEPTS 

No. Content 

I1 Romeo wa Rosaline ni siturensita. 
(Romeo was disappointed in love for Rosaline.)

I2 Romeo wa party ni shussekisita. 
(Romeo attended the party.) 

I3 Romeo wa iki wo hikitotta. 
(Romeo died) 

I4 Romeo wa sinde simatta. 
(Romeo died) 

O5 Romeo wa Rosaline ni koisiteita. 
(Romeo loved Rosaline.) 

O6 Rosaline wa Romeo wo futta. 
(Rosaline threw away Romeo.) 

O7 Romeo wa party ni deta. 
(Romeo attended the party.) 

O8 Romeo wa inakunatta. 
(Romeo vanished.) 

O9 Rosaline wa Romeo wo sirizoketa. 
(Rosaline refused Romeo.) 

O10 Rosaline wa Romeo wo kiratta. 
(Rosaline disliked Romeo.) 

O11 Romeo wa party ni kita. 
(Romeo came to the party.) 
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Input Concept 
Content Value 

Action:      give 
Subject:     Romeo 
Object:       ring 
Object-To: Juliet 

0.678 

 
Then, the input concept template for this concept is 

selected based on the type of action. And each case element is 
corresponded. 

 
 

Concept Template C19012 Input elements 
Action      : give 
Subject     : (S) 
Object      : (O) 
Object-To: (OT)  

<- give 
<- Romeo 
<- ring 
<- Juliet 

 
By referring FCM matrix, causal relations about this 

concept template are found. In this case C20008 and C20014 are 
aroused by C19012 and the relationships of the concepts are 0.8 
and 1, respectively. 

 
output concepts input 

concept C01001 C01002 … C02009 C02014 … 
C19012 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 0 
 
By using on these two concept templates, new concepts are 

aroused. And the values of the concepts are calculated by 
using eq. (2) and (3). 

 
Output Concept Template C02009 

 predicate Subject Object Object-To 
Input Concept give Romeo ring Juliet 
Input Concept 
Template 

give S O OT 

Output Concept 
Template 

lose S O  

Output Concept lose Romeo ring  
 

Output Concept Template C02014 
 predicate Subject Object Object-To 
Input Concept give Romeo ring Juliet 
Input Concept 
Template 

give S O OT 

Output Concept 
Template 

obtain OT O  

Output Concept obtain Juliet ring  
 

Generated Concepts 
Content Value 

Action : lose 
Subject: Romeo 
Object : ring 

0.542 
(= 0.678 * 0.8) 

Action : obtain 
Subject: Juliet 
Object : ring 

0.542 
(= 0.678 * 0.8) 

Two concepts are generated by this process and are added 
into the concept list. Then, the system applies FCM again to 
all the concepts in concept list.  

V. CONCLUSION 
We proposed a method to be able to apply relation rules 

into same type concepts by using a “concept template.” The 
concept template consists of a predicate and its case frames 
and it is used instead of a concrete concept description. Then, 
the activation value of the input concept is calculated from the 
aspect expression. A weighted matrix for 180 input concepts 
is defined based on the description in the dictionary. When 
we apply 23 input concepts as experimentation, the system 
reached convergence by repeating six times and outputted 71 
concepts. The 43 causal relation rules are applied through the 
process. 

In the future work, we try to extract common reasoning 
rule which cannot be extracted from word definition such as 
“A took a kind of poison” infers “A will die.” from natural 
language corpus. Furthermore, we will also propose the 
learning method of weighted matrix between concepts. 
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